A. Low-mass starsLow-mass stars -semiconvection semiconvection ( (Castellani Castellani et al. 1985 . et al. 1985 . Imbriani Imbriani et al. 2001 ) et al. 2001 B. B. Massive stars -overshooting Massive stars -overshooting IV. IV. X ( X ( 12 12 C) affects mass-radius relation C) affects mass-radius relation of star, and therefore, of star, and therefore, R(E expl ) X 1 ( 12 C) < X 2 ( 12 C) 4.
4.
The ratio of the number of blue to red The ratio of the number of blue to red supergiants supergiants in galaxies in galaxies (ratio increases (ratio increases rapidly with Z) rapidly with Z) ( Eddington Eddington 1925 , 1925 , Vogt 1925 , Sweet 1950 , Vogt 1925 , Sweet 1950 , Mestel Mestel 1953 ) 1953 b) b) Shear Instabilities Shear Instabilities ( (Zahn Zahn, 1992 , 1994 ) , 1992 , 1994 • (Arzoumanian Arzoumanian et al. 2002 , et al. 2002 , Brisken Brisken et al. 2003 ) et al. 2003 ) 
Weak interaction parity violation in the Weak interaction parity violation in the presence of strong presence of strong magnatic magnatic fields fields ( (Vilenkin Vilenkin 1995 , Arras & Lai 1999a , 1999b ) 1995 , Arras & Lai 1999a , 1999b b. b.
Difference in field strengths at the two Difference in field strengths at the two opposite stellar poles opposite stellar poles (Lai & (Lai & Qian Qian 1998 ) 1998 1998bw, 1997ef, 1998bw, 1997ef, & 2002ap ( & 2002ap (hypernovae hypernovae) are better fit with ) are better fit with bipolar explosions bipolar explosions (Maeda et al. 2003 , Maeda & (Maeda et al. 2003 
